


INTRODUCTION 2

A well developed, thick, v-tapered back is a body part that separates one a good physique from 

a great physique There’s always something to be said about someone with a fully developed 

back- it shows strength, confidence, and a true work ethic. Genetically, some individuals will 

be able to grow their back easier than others. Some will have wider backs, some will have 

more symmetrical backs, and some will have thicker, denser-looking backs, but that doesn’t 

change the fact that resistance training will be able to enhance the look that you’re going for, 

in spite of any genetic barriers you might face. 

The goals of this program are threefold:  first to get your back absolutely massive; second, to 

give you real examples of workouts that I actually do in order to show how you can apply them 

to your own training; and third, to explain the general philosophies and differences behind the 

two different types of workouts that are provided in order to give you a better understanding 

as to WHY you’re doing them. If you begin to understand why you’re doing something, you 

will become equipped with the knowledge and motivation needed to maximize your efforts.



INTRODUCTION 3

IT IS ADVISED that you READ EVERYTHING in this program document, not just follow the 

workouts provided. In order to have the physique of a bodybuilder, there must intent and 

purpose behind everything you do. If you make no effort to learn, or get better every time you 

walk through those gym doors, you will continue to get the results that you’ve always gotten, 

which is NOT why you came here. Read closely, have the ability to learn and improve, and 

most importantly, bring absolutely amazing energy and passion into everything that you do. 

With that being said, let’s get into it! 

http://shedfat.co


THE BREAKDOWN 4

Let’s start by breaking down both of the workouts. Over the course of the next 4 weeks, you 

are going to have 4 workouts provided. Workout 1, is meant to be utilized during week 1, 

workout 2 for week 2, workout 3 for week 3, and workout 4 for week 4. In weeks 1 and 3,  

strength is the focus. To greater define strength, let’s put this in laymen’s terms-it is simply 

using more and more weight with a given exercise overtime (progressive overload). One of 

the best ways to build strength is to do  single,  stand-alone exercises with longer rest periods 

in between sets. This means that there is no second exercise paired with that single exercise 

(superset), or manipulation of how the exercise is performed for a greater volume or time 

under tension overload (dropset).
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To better visualize this, take a look at the workouts below; you will see letters and numbers 

next to each exercise. The letter refers to the exercise set itself, and the number refers to 

the number of exercises that will be in that given set. For example, if there is just one number 

paired with the letter, the exercise will NOT be performed with another exercise, but rather by 

itself, which goes for all exercises in these “Strength Focused” workouts.  In order to visually 

see how an exercise is done, we will provide links to the videos down below. It is advised 

that you observe how I perform each of the exercises, plus the step by step tips I provide, to 

maximize what you will get out of this program.
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Next let’s move on to weeks 2 and 4 during which hypertrophy will be the focus. To greater 

define hypertrophy, this refers to the growth of muscle tissue over time, or essentially getting 

your muscles as big as possible . While using more weight over time can be a beneficial factor 

here, that isn’t the main focus. Our focus is going to be increasing the total volume (the total 

amount of work done in a given workout- calculated by Sets x Reps x Weight) workload, and 

changing the tempo of the exercises to put the muscles under tension for a longer period 

of time. The main way these are evident in the workout is a higher rep range for majority 

of exercises (increase in Volume), and the implementation of exercise techniques such as 

Supersets and Dropsets (increase in Time Under Tension). Both of these variables will help 

create that big time “pump”, and help your muscles get larger and larger over time. To help 

you better visualize the difference in the woWrkouts, let’s refer to the letters and numbers 

that differ from the Strength Focused workouts. As you can see when we get to exercise “A”, 

we have A1 and A2, as we stated above, numbers refer to the number of exercises in a given 

set, so this would be a Superset. There will be a glossary at the end of this document for any 

highlighted term you may not be clear on. 
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Exercise                                          Sets                     Reps                     Rest Time

Now that you have a clear idea of how the workouts are broken down, go out there and crush 

them! To find out more information on subjects such as form, breathing, and equipment 

breakdown, be sure to read those sections.

* = Optional, if you’re feeling crazy and want to do more.

A1.  Barbell Deadlift                

B1.  Pullups or Chin-ups

C1.  Bent Over Barbell Row          

D1.  Close Grip Cable Row 

E1.   Reverse Hyper

F1.   *DB Row

4                

3

3          

3

3

3

6                

10, 8, 6

Failure         

12

10

10

45 seconds

45 seconds

45 seconds         

45 seconds

45 seconds

45 seconds

https://vimeo.com/375148213/cc42108604
https://vimeo.com/375148814/bb87831026
https://vimeo.com/375147732/b05b2ee286
https://vimeo.com/375147847/6bb69d0830
https://vimeo.com/375148961/0296540a5e
https://vimeo.com/375149234/68444a71ec
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Exercise                                          Sets                     Reps                     Rest Time

* = Optional, if you’re feeling crazy and want to do more.

A1.  Straight Arm Pulldown                

A2.  Pullups or Chin-ups

B1x.Lat Pulldown (1 drop)          

C1+Deadlift + Pendlay Row 

D1. DB Pullover

F1.  *Single Arm Kneeling

         Cable Lat pulldown

3                

3

3          

3

3

3

15               

Failure

10/8-6         

6-8

15

20 (each side)

30 seconds

30 seconds

30 seconds         

30 seconds

30 seconds

30 seconds

https://vimeo.com/375149112/fba8215eba
https://vimeo.com/375148814/bb87831026
https://vimeo.com/375148213/cc42108604
https://vimeo.com/375148691/fe49e35d32
https://vimeo.com/375148450/33198ed123
https://vimeo.com/375148586/7f18e61608
https://vimeo.com/375148586/7f18e61608
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Exercise                                          Sets                     Reps                     Rest Time

* = Optional, if you’re feeling crazy and want to do more.

A1.  Barbell Deadlift                

B1.  Close Grip Cable Row

C1.  Bent Over Barbell Row          

D1.  Pullups or Chin-ups 

E1.  DB Row

F1.  *Reverse Hype

5                

4

4          

4

4

4

6               

12

12, 10, 8, 6         

Failure

10

10

45 seconds

45 seconds

45 seconds         

45 seconds

45 seconds

45 seconds

https://vimeo.com/375148213/cc42108604
https://vimeo.com/375147847/6bb69d0830
https://vimeo.com/375147732/b05b2ee286
https://vimeo.com/375148814/bb87831026
https://vimeo.com/375149234/68444a71ec
https://vimeo.com/375148961/0296540a5e
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Exercise                                          Sets                     Reps                     Rest Time

* = Optional, if you’re feeling crazy and want to do more.

A1.  DB Pullover                

B1+Deadlift + Pendlay Row 

C1x.Lat Pulldown (1 drop)          

D1.  Straight Arm Pulldown 

D2.  Pullups or Chin-ups

E1.  *Single Arm Kneeling
         Cable Lat pulldown

4                

4

4          

4

4

4

15               

6-8

10/8-6         

15

Failure

20 (each)

30 seconds

30 seconds

30 seconds         

30 seconds

30 seconds

30 seconds

https://vimeo.com/375148450/33198ed123
https://vimeo.com/375148691/fe49e35d32
https://vimeo.com/375148213/cc42108604
https://vimeo.com/375149112/fba8215eba
https://vimeo.com/375148814/bb87831026
https://vimeo.com/375148586/7f18e61608
https://vimeo.com/375148586/7f18e61608


FORM

When it comes to bodybuilding, there are few things, if any, that are more important than  

form. I am a huge proponent of good form over everything. The physique is sculpted over 

time by how you perform every single rep, every single workout, over time. I have seen many 

novice lifters in my gym for years and years and years, slowly but surely using more weight, 

but the muscle growth they see is very minimal. Why is that? The answer is simple-their form 

is TERRIBLE! They are moving the weight from Point A to Point B, but they aren’t stimulating 

the correct muscles to make that growth happen (mind-muscle connection).  
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HORIZONTAL + VERTICAL 

Let’s break down the difference between horizontal and vertical movements for the back. 

Vertical movements are exercises that resist you in an up and down manner, such as a Pullup, 

Chinup,  and Lat Pulldown. Vertical movements particularly help build up the Lat muscles, or 

basically the muscles that help you develop wider looking back, or V-Taper (line drawn from 

shoulder down to waste line). Horizontal movements are any kind of rowing exercise that 

mainly help build up the Trap and Rhomboid muscles, which help develop thickness in the 

back. These exercises include Barbell Rows, Dumbell Rows, Cable Rows, or Inverted Rows. 

12
MOVEMENTS



HORIZONTAL + VERTICAL 

The way to grow is to stimulate the Central Nervous System by using the target muscle group 

as BEST AS POSSIBLE to perform the exercises correctly. For example, this can get tricky,  

but let’s say I am doing a pullup for my lats. For example’s sake, let’s say in one workout, I am 

using a very heavy weight strapped to me, and in another, I’m using my bodyweight. The goal 

is to target the lats as best as possible for growth. If I am using a weight so heavy that I am 

sacrificing form and kicking my legs just to be able to get my chin over the bar, I won’t grow 

in the intended way that I want. Let’s now say I’m using my bodyweight. Because I am able to 

control the resistance, and it’s not so heavy that I am sacrificing form, I will be much better 

able to grow my lats because my form is good, therefore my mind-muscle connection is on 

point. Like I said, bodybuilding is not about performing the movement, but HOW you perform 

the movement itself. If you want to use heavier weights, we need to build the basics of good 

form, and get stronger with that form over time. 

13
MOVEMENTS



EXCERCISE SELECTION

A topic that I don’t feel is often covered is how different pieces of equipment effect how 

different parts of the back grow, so let’s break that down so that you can have a better 

understanding. I will be mentioning some exercises that were not listed in any of the workouts 

for this particular program, but they are options, so I would hate to neglect them. Spoiler 

ALTER…maybe they will be included in the next volume!!! 
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BARBELL

Barbells are a Bilateral movement, meaning that both sides move together at one time. This is 

the opposite of a dumbbell, where both sides move independently from one another (unless 

specified with the exercise). Because both sides are moving together in a barbell, you will 

have the potential to pull more weight, and therefore be able to stimulate more parts of the 

back muscle (with good form, of course- don’t forget the previous section), which can lead to 

more growth. However, the potential for more muscle growth can come at a risk. Because 

Barbells don’t allow free movement on both sides, risk for injury is may be slightly higher than 

other alternative pieces of equipment if there are imbalances or discrepancies in strength 

or development between one side of your body and the other. Here are some of the back 

exercises you will be able to do with a barbell:

•   Deadlift

•   Bent Over Barbell Row (barbell facing horizontally OR east/west)

•   Bent Over Barbell Pendlay Row (barbell facing horizontally OR east/west)

•   Bent Over Barbell T-Bar Row (w/grip of choice-barbell facing vertically OR north/south)

•   Single Arm Barbell Row (barbell facing vertically OR north/south)
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DUMBELL

Dumbbells are a piece of equipment that help stimulate the back unilaterally, meaning both 

sides move independently from one another. This has pros and cons to it. The main pro being 

that you can create more symmetry on a single side if you have any imbalances, along with 

a significantly lower risk of injury compared to a barbell. The main con is that because both 

sides aren’t working together,  you won’t be able to use as much weight in comparison to 

a barbell, however the potential for muscle gain is still very high. With that being said, let’s 

break down the different Dumbbell exercises that can be done for the back

•   Bent Over Dumbbell Row (Both sides together)

•   Single Arm Dumbbell Row

•   Dumbbell Pullover

•   Chest Supported DB Row 

•   DB Reverse Fly
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CABLE/MACHINES

Cables are a unique and highly useful piece of equipment when it comes to building a bigger 

back. They are used for more specific purposes than free weights generally are. What are 

those specific purposes you might be asking? Well, let’s run through them:

Allows for more variations in hand position, and ultimately your natural Range of Motion: 

If you’ve used a cable before, you know that there are all kinds of different grips and 

attachments that change the positioning of your hand, which barbells and dumbbells don’t 

have. What these different hand positionings do, is one, target specific parts of the back, and 

two, give you options to find which grip allows you to find a range of motion that fits your 

body. My best advice is always to try as many grips as possible to see how certain ones feel. 

The more you try, the more you know.
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CABLE/MACHINES

Can Stimulate Muscle Groups Without Being Taxing on Whole Body: In comparison to 

dumbbells and barbells, cables don’t require as many muscles to stabilize the entire body. 

The more stabilizer muscles that are required to perform an exercise, the harder it will be to 

perform right, especially for a beginner. For example, in order to work the lats, it’s best that a 

beginner start off with a Cable Lat Pulldown to learn the technique and fundamentals. And as 

he or she gets stronger overtime, progress to a free-weight Pullup as they get more advanced. 

18



CABLE/MACHINES

Easier, more organized way to perform Time Under Tension Work: As discussed earlier, 

Time Under Tension is a key way to “pump” up your muscles and put on mass. If you were to 

perform a drop set, it’s as simple with the cable as moving the pin from one weight to a lower 

weight and then to yet a lower weight with minimal rest  You can compare this to using free 

weights which requires obtaining multiple different weights to perform the same task, which 

can be a headache in itself. 

Now, let’s look at a few of the different back exercises that can be done with Cables and 

Machines (keep in mind that there are many grips and attachments)

•   Cable Lat Pulldown

•   Cable Row

•   Cable Straight Arm Pulldown

19



BODYWEIGHT

Finally, bodyweight exercises absolutely have their place in bodybuilding, DON’T neglect 

these. Bodyweight exercises, like free weights, work in correlation with gravity to provide 

resistance to your back. These exercises are Bilateral Movements, meaning that both sides 

work together. A good thing about bodyweight movements is that when they get too easy, 

you can simply add on extra weight to increase resistance via a weight belt (that you can link 

weights on to). Here are the bodyweight exercises that can be done for the back:

•   Pullups

•   Inverted row

•   Reverse Hyper 

•   Supermans

20
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BARBELL

Exercise                                                            Area Emphasized

Lats, Taps Erector Spinae

Lats, Taps Erector Spinae

Traps, Rhomboids, Lats/ Erectors

Lats, Traps, Erectors

Unique Feature

Bilateral free weight movement, allowing you to use more 

weight than any other piece of equipment, therefore more 

potential for muscle growth.

Deadlift                  

Bent Over Barbell Row    
(Barbell facing horizontally) 

Bent Over Barbell Pendlay Row 
(Barbell facing horizontally)

Bent Over Barbell V-Bar Row 
(Barbell facing vertically)

Single Arm Bent Over Barbell 
Row (Barbell facing vertically)

Hamstrings, Quads, Glutes, Erectors, Lats
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Exercise                                                              Area Emphasized

Single Arm Dumbbell Row 

Dumbbell Pullover

Chest Supported DB Row 

DB Reverse Fly

Unique Feature

Unilateral free weight movement (DB Pullover is exception) 

allowing ability to create balance on both sides, while still 

stimulating a large potential for muscle growth.

Bent Over DB Row                 
(Both sides together) 

Primary: Lats                                          
Secondary: Mid-Upper Back

Primary: Lats                                          
Secondary: Mid-Upper Back, Lower Back

Primary: Lats                                          

Primary: Mid-Upper Back                    
Secondary: Lower Back

Primary: Mid-upper back                   
Secondary: Back of shoulder
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Exercise                                                                                Area Emphasized

Cable Row

Cable Straight Arm Pulldown

Unique Feature

Allows different grips and attachments to target specific muscles 

groups, is easier on whole body, making working muscle groups for less 

advanced lifters easier, allows for more organized way to perform drop 

sets or other time under tension work.

Primary: Lats                                        
Secondary: Mid-Upper Back

Mid-Upper Back

LatsCable Lat Pulldown 
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Exercise                                                                        Area Emphasized

Inverted Row

Supermans

Unique Feature

Movements that are easy to develop good 

mind-muscle connection with, can add external 

resistance if they get too easy.

Pullup

Primary: Lower Back, Glutes                
Secondary: Hamstrings, Lats

Primary: Lower Back, Glutes             
Secondary: Hamstrings, Lats

Primary: Lats                                                   
Secondary: Traps/Rhomboids

Lats

Reverse Hyper



BREATHING

When it comes to weight lifting, especially if your goal is to attain a high level physique, 

breathing is something that you must master during your workouts. I will keep it simple: 

breathe out (exhale) whenever you’re exerting yourself during the exercise, and breathe in 

(inhale) when you’re bringing the weight back to the starting position. ALWAYS, keep your 

core engaged. For example, if you’re doing a Lat Pulldown, breathe out when you’re pulling the 

weight, and breathe in when you’re lowering the weight back up. 
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CONCLUSION

For those who have made it to this point, I would like to say that I greatly appreciate you 

taking the time to learn, grow, and improve your skill sets as a weight lifter. You must learn to 

enjoy this process day in and day out. There will be times that workouts hurt so bad they suck, 

there will be times you won’t feel like going to the gym, and there will be times that your life is 

in disarray but the champions are those who show up anyways. The champions are the ones 

that move forward regardless of any obstacles which stand in their way. Champions know 

their purpose. Champions know why they are on this earth and spend their days conquering 

what is rightfully THEIRS!! Building your physique is a journey that can and often does take 

years, and if you want to be recognized for it, you better be prepared to work hard. There is no 

way around it. Learn from every workout, grow from your mistakes, and let the guidance that I 

provide you with this program to act as a framework that you can apply to every aspect of life. 

Know what you want, let nothing stop you, and GO GET IT!!!
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GLOSSARY

Progressive Overload: The gradual increase of stress placed up the body overtime. This can 

be an increase in weight, volume, time Under tension, and frequency of training sessions.

Single, Stand Alone Exercise: An exercise performed by itself with no other exercise.

Superset: An exercise paired with another exercise back to back with no rest.

Dropset: A manipulation of a single, stand-alone exercise where multiple successive sets 

are performed of the same exercise, with little to no rest, and a decrease in weight each time 

muscular failure or near failure is achieved.

Bilateral Movement: Both sides moving together. 

Unilateral Movement: Both sides moving independently.

Mind-Muscle Connection: The talent and ability to isolate a desired muscle group during a 

movement. 

“X” (next to exercise): Refers to drop set.

“+” (next to exercise): Refers to 2 exercises done simultaneously (not a superset).

“*” (next to exercise): Refers to an optional, additional exercise.

Pronated Grip: Hand to the ground (palm facing down).

Supinated Grip: Hand to the sky (palm facing up).

Neutral Grip: Palms facing each other.

AMSAIT: As Many Sets As It Takes.
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